ChIP-seq probes genome-wide localization of DNA-associated proteins. To mitigate technical 24 biases ChIP-seq read densities are normalized to read densities obtained by a control. Our 25 statistical framework "normR" achieves a sensitive normalization by accounting for the effect 26 of putative protein-bound regions on the overall read statistics. Here, we demonstrate 27 normR's suitability in three studies: (i) calling enrichment for high (H3K4me3) and low 28 (H3K36me3) signal-to-ratio data; (ii) identifying two previously undescribed H3K27me3 and 29 H3K9me3 heterochromatic regimes of broad and peak enrichment; and (iii) calling 30 differential H3K4me3 or H3K27me3-enrichment between HepG2 hepatocarcinoma cells and 31 primary human Hepatocytes. normR is readily available on 32
Abstract 23 ChIP-seq probes genome-wide localization of DNA-associated proteins. To mitigate technical 24 biases ChIP-seq read densities are normalized to read densities obtained by a control. Our 25 statistical framework "normR" achieves a sensitive normalization by accounting for the effect 26 of putative protein-bound regions on the overall read statistics. Here, we demonstrate 27 normR's suitability in three studies: (i) calling enrichment for high (H3K4me3) and low 28 (H3K36me3) signal-to-ratio data; (ii) identifying two previously undescribed H3K27me3 and 29 H3K9me3 heterochromatic regimes of broad and peak enrichment; and (iii) calling computationally intensive training is done to learn a hidden state representation of the data. 99 Consequently, the regional ChIP read coverage is "interpolated"/"smoothed" based on the 100 read coverage in adjacent genomic loci. This data abstraction sacrifices a statistically sound 101 null hypothesis. 102 Here, we describe a data-driven robust and broadly applicable approach for simultaneous 103 normalization and difference calling in ChIP-seq data called normR (recursive acronym: 104 "normR obeys regime mixture rules"). normR models ChIP-and control read counts by a 105 binomial mixture model. One component models the background, while one or more other 106 components model the signal. As a proof of principle, normR is applied in three scenarios: 107 Firstly, we show that normR achieves robust enrichment calling for both high (H3K4me3) 108 and low (H3K36me3) 
where ( ) corresponds to the number of reads in the ChIP (control) for regions = 1, … , . 168 We fit these parameters using the expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977 ) 169 on the closed form solution (Methods). From the discussion above we expect that ≤ 
represents the average read count for given the normR-fitted 203 background model. 204 We have implemented normR in C++ and R (R Core Team 2015). normR is available 205 on Bioconductor at http://bioconductor.org/packages/normr. 316 Hither to discussed was the applicability of normR to a well-studied problem: the 317 discrimination of enrichment against background. Here, we turn to a problem for which we 318 had found to best of our knowledge no precedent in the literature: the discrimination of 319 moderate enrichment from high enrichment. We can easily address this problem by increasing 320 the number of foreground components in normR from one single component to multiple 321 components (Methods). We refer to this approach as regimeR: In the case of two foreground 322 components, regimeR disriminates a peak regime (high enrichment) and a broad regime ChIP counts = 11.27; 1 = 0.39) and 221,741 peak regions (52.2%; ChIP counts = 23.75; 333 2 = 0.70; Figure 3B ). Both H3K9me3-broad and -peak regions showed a statistically (1,221,850 1kb regions) and subdivided this into 940,753 broad (77%, ChIP counts = 12.03; 356 1 = 0.46) and 281,097 peak regions (23%, ChIP counts = 29.62; 1 = 0.68 Figure 3E ).
357
H3K27me3 covered three times more of the genome than H3K9me3, yet, with a lower 358 Page 16 of 40 fraction of peak regions than in H3K9me3. Moreover, the vast majority H3K9me3 and 359 H3K27me3 regimes were mutually exclusive in HepG2 cells (Supplemental Fig. 6B ).
360
H3K27me3-peak regions were characterized by a higher CpG odds ratio (CpG-content 361 corrected for GC content) than both broad or background regions ( Figure 3F , Supplemental 362 Fig. 6C ). In conjunction with an elevated conservation (Supplemental Fig. 6D) Figure 3G ). Together these 369 observations suggest that H3K27me3-broad and -peak regions show distinct characteristics 370 with respect to CpG content, localization and EZH2 levels. 371 The observation that both H3K9me3-and H3K27me3-peak regions were associated with 372 significantly higher levels of their catalyst than broad-and background regions indicates that 373 they correspond to nucleation sites for heterochromatin assembly. In line with this 374 observation we found that most H3K9me3-peak regions are either embedded in an H3K9me3 375 broad domain (43.4%) or at the border of a broad domain (35.1%). The vast majority of 376 H3K27me3-peak regions were embedded in an H3K27me3 broad domain (82.8%) where both 377 regimes showed elevated conservation (Supplemental Fig. 6D ). On the contrary, H3K9me3-378 peaks were less conserved than broad regions further supporting aforementioned idea that 379 repetitive elements recruit the H3K9me3 methyltransferase. Figure 4D ), while 26,858 were HepG2-439 and 67,320 PHH-specific. As expected, the comparison to enrichR-compare also revealed that 440 by a majority diffR difference calls were either mutual exclusive enrichment or changes in the 441 level of enrichment ( Figure 4D , Supplemental Table 5 ). For H3K27me3, enrichR-compare 442 revealed that most H3K27me3-enriched regions were common in HepG2 and PHH (892,254, 443 Figure 4E ), while 294,138 were HepG2-and 784,721 were PHH-specific. Again, diffR was 444 very specific in capturing both mutual exclusive enrichment and changes in the level of 445 enrichment ( Figure 4E ), However, we observed a discrepancy in sensitivity: 58.6% (44%) of 446 the H3K4me3 (H3K27me3) mutually exclusive regions were not called by diffR leading to 447 contradictory results (Supplemental Fig. 7A,B ; Supplemental Table 5 ). Interestingly, most of 448 the discrepancies were attributed to a more strict P-value filter to eliminate low power (i.e. Fig. 7E ,F, Supplemental Table 5 ) to a similar 464 extend than filtering for experimentally validated CNVs (Supplemental Fig.7G ,H, 465 Page 21 of 40 Supplemental Table 5 ). 466 Next, we compared genome-wide diffR results to those obtained from ChIPDiff, 467 histoneHMM and ODIN. To this end we once more defined a gold standard based among a 468 consensus vote among the tools (Supplemental Note): ChIPDiff was most precise ( Precision = 469 0.70) and diffR had the highest recall ( Recall = 0.80 ) together with the best F1-scores 470 ( F 1 -score = 0.50; Supplemental Table 6 Table 7 ). Turning to absolute fold changes, the unified gold 474 standard showed highest levels together with diffR, ChIPDiff and histoneHMM 475 (Supplemental Fig. 9A,B) . In terms of read coverage, diffR-and ODIN-specific regions had 476 highest counts (Supplemental Fig. 9C,D) . In conclusion, diffR identified conditional 477 differences for, both, H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 which were supported by a good classifier 478 performance, a high absolute fold change as well as an inference-adequate read coverage 479 eliminating low power regions.
480

Discussion
481
In summary, we present an extendable methodology called "normR" that enables the 482 extensive analysis of ChIP-seq data in epigenetic studies (Fig. 5 ). By modeling foreground 483 and background jointly, normalization and enrichment calling are performed simultaneously. 484 The implicit modeling of the effect of enrichment on the overall read statistics increases the 485 sensitivity in detecting shallow differences in ChIP enrichment even in low signal-to-noise 486 ratio data. Furthermore, we demonstrated the suitability of the normR approach for the Firstly we used normR to call enrichment in high (H3K4me3) and low (H3K36me3) signal-498 to-noise ratio ChIP-seq data, referred to as "enrichR". Auxiliary information such as DNA 499 methylation and expression supported the enrichR-based classification. Given the difficulty 500 inherent in the ill-defined problem represented by ChIP-seq analysis we introduce a novel 501 binary classifier statistic that defines a gold standard based on a consensus vote among seven 502 published ChIP-seq peak callers. Our findings indicated that enrichR performs equally well as 503 previously described approaches in ChIP-seq tracks with high signal-to-noise-ratio such as 504
H3K4me3. Furthermore, enrichR outperformed existing tools in the detection of low levels of 505 genuine enrichment in low signal-to-noise ratio data such as H3K36me3. We attribute the 506 superior performance in the latter scenario to our sensitive normalization technique which 507 accounts not only for varying sequencing depth but specifically addresses the effect of ChIP 508 enrichment on the overall read statistics. The sensitive enrichR approach is an asset in future 509 studies on epigenetic signatures and segmentations.
510
Secondly normR was used to facilitate the discrimination of peak-and broad-regions against 511 background in a single analysis, referred to as "regimeR". H3K27me3 peaks correspond to nucleation sites for heterochromatin assembly. In the future, 520 regimeR will prove useful in studies of heterogeneity in cellular epigenetic markings to 521 identify regions of promiscuous protein binding. regimes such as peaks and broad enrichment ("regimeR") and the direct quantification of 537 differences between two conditions ("diffR"). We anticipate that normR will be applied to all In the first mode fitting step, the EM is initialized with sampled from (0,1) and sampled 558 from (0.001, * ). Upon convergence with ≤ 0.001, an enrichment factor (average fold 559 enrichment) = 1− * algorithms "classic" (algorithm="classic") and "elim" (algorithm="elim") for statistics "fisher" 798 (statistic="fisher") and "ks" (statistic="ks") for GENCODE gene IDs mapped to Ensembl 799
